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INTRO
In Tekos, near Caucasus,
there are eleven- and twelveyear old university lecturers.
How can this be? The answer
is that we already possess a
clear insight of every perfected knowledge within us – even
before people try to teach it to
us in school. It is that simple.
This great truth has got also to
break through concerning all
the issues and the problems of
this world – especially in regards to our ramshackle monetary system, which at the
moment is driving whole continents to utter ruin. As long as
we think those are inconceivably complicated contexts, the
merciless economic destruction continues. In fact it is very
easy and every kid can understand it.
There are private people, that
obtained the right to print
money by fraud... without having to work or to be held
responsible for their acts. Using this money they buy all the
real value assets: land, lakes,
islands, houses, factories,
weapons, resources, and
whole states... quite simply
everything. They are like Monopoly players that can buy
up the whole lot, because they
themselves print any amount
of money they need. Now, you
jump up alarmed: wait a moment, that’s not acceptable that is a crime! See, you already got the point – that’s
how plain it is. So just let your
fellow people find out about it
- before your last possessions
are gone! You will be fastest
by passing on the V&C.
Ivo Sasek

Questionable role of the World bank and IMF
hg. The IMF* and the World
Bank only give loans under certain conditions (for the “rescue
fund” as well), involving
among other things, the privatization of public institutions. If a
nation falls into the debt trap, it
is forced to sell its most important infrastructure and public
institutions in order to receive a
further loan from the IMF.
These public institutions, which
are turned into stock corporations, are bought up mainly by
international investment firms,
so that by now a great part of
global infrastructure is under
the control of these investment
firms. And who is behind these

firms? Their owners are often
closely connected to the central-banks owners or are even
identical to those who control
the World Bank and the IMF.
This is how global infrastructure increasingly comes under
World Bank/IMF control and
places the peoples into their
hands. But wait: that is not all!
The World Bank demands that
the nations which they have
preyed on like this grant judicial immunity from possible negative effects caused by the required conditions. We are being
preyed upon and even do not
realize it; we are being cheated
and are kept in the dark because

we do not know the game that is
being played! How important it
is that all these interrelations
are brought to the light and that
everyone knows about them!
This is the only way to prevent
worse corruption from happening!
* International Monetary Fund
Source:
DVD”Zeitwende 2012-Das
Endspiel”,Tibor Zelikovics
www.youtube.com/watch?V=
gNhUEsM1oLE

„High finance buys real
values with loan-money,
created out of nothing.“
Emil Rahm

Even interdependent big corporations are avoiding taxes!
In the German newspaper “Die
Welt”, Florian Hassel writes
about researchers from the Eidgenoessische Technische Hochschule (Swiss Tech College)
ETH bringing evidence that supranational corporations are closely interdependent. They rule
the world economy. Out of
43,060 affiliated groups 1,318
dominate four fifth of the world
economy. The elite of the elites
consists of 147 affiliated groups
who decide over 40% of the
world economy. The top 50 are
led by the British financial corporation Barclays. This network
increases the danger of financial
issues being passed on from one
country to another in case of an
economic crisis. The companies
avoid paying taxes by relocation.
In this ranking the influential
linkage to politics is not included.

The network of
corporations
Franklin Resources
Prudential Financial
Commerzbank
Morgan Stanley
Credit Suisse

Citigroup

Deutsche Bank
Bank of America

UBS

State Street

T. Rowe Price
Lehman Brothers

The bankers that are of greatest
influence almost never reveal
their true identity because they
hold a decisive share in many
banks.

Goldman Sachs
Bear Stearns

Source:
Original text, “Diese Firmen bestimmen Schicksal der Weltwirtschaft”,
from: “Die Welt” Oct 25th 2011,
www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article136803
59/Diese-Firmen-bestimmen-Schicksal-der-Weltwirtschaft.html
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Dispossession as a norm
hf.
Government stocks are
known as secure funds; however
these are secure only as long as
our statesmen do not fall for speculations and violate their citizens’ rights. Innumerable people
and small savers in Greece had to
go through this bitter experience.
Their savings and pensions were
cut down to nearly half the
amount via the ‘haircut’ measure.
They were dispossessed entirely
and legally. This ‘haircut’ procedure, originally intended only as
an emergency operation, is now
becoming the standard in all new
European government stocks. Of
course it is linked directly to excluding the jurisdiction of court
and, in small print, it compels
people on a larger scale to abstain from asking any compensation for their losses. Doesn’t that
literally smell like, yet the next
payment-default and reckless dispossession of the own citizens?

Europe’s collapse - or “Pride comes before a fall“
kw. Leading European politicians like José Manuel Barroso,
Herman Van Rompuy and
Germany’s minister of finance
Schäuble let it be known
through the media at the start of
the year that the Euro crisis is
officially, “irrevocably and finally over” . Rompuy, the president of the European Council,
even spoke of the beginning of
“one hundred years of peace”.
Considering the fact that the
European economic data have
been dramatically worsening,
these statements are hyped up
in terms of ignorance and arrogance. This is where the saying
is fulfilled that pride comes before a fall. The following facts
about Europe’s collapse are-

need-to-know information for
every citizen:
• “In November, sales in the
French auto industry have
dropped by 28% compared
to the previous year!
• The poverty rate in Greece is
at 36%! In 2009, it was
around 20%.
• The unemployment rate in
Greece and Spain is higher
than in the USA during the
Great Depression of the
1930s!
• The unemployment rate in
the Euro zone has risen to
11.8% Higher than ever!
• The unemployment rate in
Spain has risen to a breathtaking 26.6%!
• The Spanish unemployment
rate for employees under 25

years of age is currently at
56.5% - that is a new all-time
high!”
Even these shocking numbers
cannot express how bad the situation really is on-site. Many
people are suffering from depression and are completely at
their wits’ end. The current situation in Europe could be compared to the sinking of the Titanic:
Even though the captains responsible know that the ship is
going down, they allow the
band to keep playing cheerful
Sources:
tunes
www.propagandafront.de/115285/
20-fakten-die-man-über-denwirtschaftskollaps-in-Europa-wissen
sollte.html
www.deutsche-mittelstandsnachrichten.de/2013/01/49286/

rounding territories, important
it. The country of Mali was consi- the putsch. The existing govern- uranium deposits are assumed to
dered to be a successful example ment led by Amadou Sanogo exist - desirable to the highly
of installing a democracy on the determined the political succes- energy consuming French nuclear power stations - as well as
African continent. However, this sors.
changed in March 2012, when In this context it is interesting interesting oil, gold, and gas reAmadou Toumani Touré, the that the rebels canceled the presi- sources for the USA’s depleted
head of the state at that time, was dential elections scheduled for financial system and energy redeprived of power by the milita- April 29, 2012 after coming into serves. Who sees the connecry.* The commander of the Mali power. While the US and their tions?
troops, Amadou Sanogo, was the allies in their warmongering in *The MNLA (National Movement
leader of this military revolt. Sa- the other African states always for the Liberation of the Azawad)
nogo had previously participated emphasize their purpose of instal- took advantage of this situation and
in military training programs in ling stable democracies for the conquered in the following days all
the US. In 2008 he was schooled well-being of the people in these towns in the north of Mali by April.
Sources:
in Arizona for intelligence ser- countries, in Mali the opposite is
www.hintergrund.de/201301142408/
vice and in 2010 he attended a happening at present. The rebels
politik/welt/mali-ein-doppelboedigesfive-months training course for who took the seat from the goverspiel.html
ground-troop officers in Georgia. ning president and who call http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation
_Serval
Beforehand he had attended lan- themselves “Restoration of Deguage school in Texas.
mocracy and of the State” (short http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Putsch_in
_Mali_2012
Upon pressure by the West
CNRDRE), are even supported
African economic community in their actions by France. Seen
Closing Point ●
(ECOWAS), a transition govern- from that angle, the situation in
“War against terror has
ment was installed shortly after Mali suddenly looks quite diffethe ideal property that it
rent. There is similarity to Syria:
cannot be won and
Sources: in that case as well, France no
therefore never needs to
www.krisenvorsorge.com/privatisierun
g-der-trinkwasserversorgung-die-eu- longer excludes military action
be ended.”
kommission-will-wasser-zur-handels- to support the “Free Syrian ArPeter
Sloterdijk
ware-machen/ my” against Assad’s existing goGerman philosopher,
www.wdr.de/tv/monitor/sendungen/20 vernment. In Mali and the surauthor, culture scientist

A revolt preceded the fights in Mali

Source:
http://www.krisenvorsorge.com/aktuell
-cac-enteignung-im-kleingedruckten

Drinking water:
a Human Right
or merchandise?
hf. Water is life, even a human
right! According to the EU Commission, this should change –
with drastic effects. For the first
time Brussels is demanding that
Portugal and Greece sell and privatize their water rights - the first
step of the opening of the markets for the privatization of the
water supplies of the whole of
Europe. Water as a speculative
resource? 82 % of the population is against this, because it is
known that inevitably a price increase of 400 % and bad water
quality will be the result. Drinking water: human right or speculative resource? Brussels has already decided against the will of
the peoples for this billions-ofeuros business. High time for a
cold shower for all speculators.

12/1213/wasser.php5

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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